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Introduction
Energy is an essential component of health, safety,
education, and job opportunities; yet access to
these services is often overlooked. As a result of the
introduction of the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) by the United Nations in 2015, energy has
finally started to receive a greater focus from both the
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business and international development communities.
The adoption of SDG 7: “Ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all” has
introduced energy as an essential pillar of development
and progress in the developing world. Energy, and
particularly clean energy, has garnered the attention
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of the international community as countries, including
India and China, experience rapid population growth
and the development of a new middle-class strains
existing supply networks to meet this ever-increasing
energy demand.
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The fact is that the poor already pay for light. They pay for kerosene
and candles, which are ultimately far more expensive alternatives
to what the developed world has access to. It is estimated that
“providing basic energy access increases household income by
50 percent or more by providing more time and opportunities for
home-based income generation.” 1 Energy access is thus a core
issue for the world’s poor and one that can be leveraged to improve
their standard of living. In fact, “the poorest fifth of the world pays
one-fifth of the world’s lighting bill — but receives only .1 percent of
the lighting benefits.” 2 We must find a way to address this energy
inequality and shift towards clean energy options in order to more
sustainably and efficiently meet increasing energy demand.

OXFORD PV
Established in 2010, Oxford PV is a UK-based firm developing and
commercializing a perovskite-based solar technology that is rapidly
disrupting the photovoltaic (PV) industry. Globally, PV installation
is increasing at a massive scale, with a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 36.8% from 2010–2018.4 Oxford PV is capitalizing
upon this market growth with its tandem cell perovskite, a thin-film
technology with efficiency limits as high as 43% compared to 29%
for silicon cells.5 With vastly improved efficiency and a production
cycle that costs three to eight times less than traditional silicon
cells, the market is primed for perovskite development. The PV
policy environment within the European Union (EU) showcases
hindrances to development, but an overall favorable policy

Three Firms Primed to Catalyze
Change
This inequality will be fought by firms focused on three pillars:
enhancing efficiency, increasing energy access, and improving
reliability. Three firms have been evaluated in this paper within
the context of their technological innovation, market dynamics,
and policy drivers/barriers affecting their progress. Oxford PV, a
UK firm, is designing solar panel thin-film technologies with record
level efficiency. TP Renewable Microgrid Ltd, a spin-off funded by
a partnership between Tata Power and the Rockefeller Foundation,
is tasked with increasing access to income-generating electricity
in remote parts of the world’s fastest growing country, India. And
Energy Vault, a Swiss firm, is commercializing a low cost, high
durability substitute for common yet flawed pumped hydro storage
facilities. The interplay of these firms will improve the effectiveness

landscape for perovskite development and production.

TEC H N O LO GY
PV technologies can be classified either as “wafer-based” (1st
generation) or “thin-film” (2nd and 3rd generation).6 The distinction
between 2nd and 3rd generation technologies comes from their
theoretical efficiencies. 3rd generation thin film technologies are
considered to have the potential to exceed the Shockley Queisser
limit, a theoretical limit to the maximum efficiency of a similarly
structured solar cell. Within 3rd generation technologies, we
consider perovskite to be the most promising and Oxford PV to
be the frontrunner in its development. Their low cost, thin-film
PV solution improves the efficiency of traditional solar PV panels
through a high photovoltaic performance. As a record-setting leader
within the perovskite community, their perovskite-silicon solar
cell has already achieved a certified 28% conversion efficiency
(confirmed independently by the NREL) 7 and they plan to continue

and competitiveness of solar in the energy market. Their disruptive

to improve their efficiency in the future.

nature within their respective sectors of the energy transition will

Current silicon wafer-based technologies have substantially

not only benefit the local communities in which they operate, but
also bring us closer to achieving Sustainable Development Goal 7
and other SDGs including poverty eradication, gender equality,
mitigation of and adaptation to climate change, food security,
health, education, clean water and sanitation, jobs, and transport.3

lowered their cost over the years, but the technology still has
room to improve and become the clear choice over fossil fuels.8
Perovskite is a promising innovation that can either be used in
tandem with an existing solar PV or built as a separate standalone
panel. Perovskite is a flexible technology with a wide adjustable

1

Carl Pope, “Solar Power Off the Grid: Energy Access for the World’s Poor”, Yale Environment 360, January 4, 2012, https://e360.yale.edu/features/solar_power_off_the_
grid_energy_access_for_worlds_poor.

2

Ibid

3 h
 ttps://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg7
4

F raunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems, ISE. Photovoltaics Report. Freiburg, Germany, November 14, 2019, https://www.ise.fraunhofer.de/content/dam/ise/de/
documents/publications/studies/Photovoltaics-Report.pdf.

5

“Technology,” PV Thin, Last Updated 2018, http://pvthin.org/technology.

6

Dr Xiaoxi He, “Perovskite Photovoltaics, 2018-2028”, https://www.idtechex.com/de/research-report/perovskite-photovoltaics-2018-2028/541.

7

J ames Temple, “These Flexible Solar Cells Bring Us Closer to Kicking the Fossil Fuel Habit”, MIT Technology Review, May 16, 2019, https://www.technologyreview.
com/s/613524/these-flexible-solar-cells-bring-us-closer-to-kicking-the-fossil-fuel-habit/.

8

“Advantages of Silicon (Si), Disadvantages of Silicon (Si)”, RF Wireless World, https://www.rfwireless-world.com/Terminology/Advantages-and-Disadvantages-of-Silicon.html.
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band gapthat can capture additional wavelengths of the solar
spectrum when compared to traditional solar PV.9 Furthermore,

ECO N O M IC S
Photovoltaic and other renewable sources of energy are constantly

the materials required to create perovskite cells are abundant as

evolving and positioning themselves as energy sources of the

silicate perovskite may form up to 93% of Earth’s lower mantle, and

future. Solar provides benefits compared to traditional fossil fuels

the magnesium iron form is considered to be the most abundant

including: energy limited only by the output of the sun, found

mineral on the planet, making up 38% of its volume.10

everywhere, and without cost; no emissions associated with

The technology is still in an early stage and requires greater field

its energy conversion; and lower break-even point for capital

testing and empirical data collection. Oxford PV has mitigated the
risk posed by perovskite’s relative fragility by developing glass
casing for increased durability.11 This casing paired with the existing
solar panel structure ensure that Oxford PV is developing a solid

expenditure.12 However, in order for the benefits of solar and other
renewable sources of energy to be realized, the economics must first
outperform those of traditional and incumbent technologies. As
such, finding ways to increase efficiency, decrease costs, or improve

product with room to grow in the future. The company will need to

storage are paramount.

avoid a common “valley of death” as they move from development

PV cells can be mounted for residential, commercial, or stationary/

towards demonstration and deployment of their technology.

utility scale use and global projections show massive increases in
overall installation. Traditionally, PV cells have been constructed

Figure 1: Performance of Perovskite Solar Cells

Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory, reprinted from ft.com/content/9b9a2374-cec0-11e7-947e-f1ea5435bcc7

9	Brian Wang, “First Commercial Perovskite Solar Late in 2019 and the Road to Moving the Energy Needle”, Next Big Future, February 3, 2019, https://www.nextbigfuture.
com/2019/02/first-commercial-perovskite-solar-late-in-2019-and-the-road-to-moving-the-energy-needle.html.
10 Wang, “Commercial Perovskite”.
11	Iain Wilson, “Solar’s Hot New Thing Nears Production: Q&A,” Bloomberg New Energy Finance, June 11, 2019, https://about.bnef.com/blog/solars-hot-new-thing-nearsproduction-qa/
12 https://rgsenergy.com/home-solar/solar-vs-traditional-power/
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using silicon as the primary element for energy conversion;

help their pathway to profitability. These decisions should help

however, this market has become increasingly complex as suppliers

their pathway to profitability. Further, Oxford PV has invested in

compete to find new technologies to take over the market. The

getting a 250 mega-watt production line up and running in late 2020

prices of traditional silicon cells have massively decreased over

(located within a repurposed Bosch facility)16 and has defined a

time, falling from $76.67/W in 1977 to $0.4-0.5/W in early 201513. As

pathway to continually increase cell efficiency by 1% per year, and

a result, this technology has maintained more than a 90% share of

to source new funding once manufacturing reaches completion

the global production market, though thin-film technologies have

(targeting 1 gigawatt production in the future)17. Their partnerships

recently begun to erode this market share. Thin-film technologies

with key stakeholders across the industry and in government, and

have the ability to absorb light 10-100 times more efficiently than

fundraising in excess of $100m,18 showcase the potential seen by

silicon technologies, which is what allows them to be utilized in

outside observers as well.

such thin layers. Further, the reduced thickness of the technology
showcases a reduced material requirement for production.

Oxford PV’s partnership with MeyerBurger gives them the
opportunity to utilize the capacity and knowhow of one of the

While the efficiency of perovskite cells has not yet reached that

largest players in the solar cell production market. The design and

of more traditional technologies, the speed at which they have

technological understanding of Oxford PV can now be leveraged

improved is remarkable. The upper right quadrant of Figure 1

in tandem with the procedural knowhow and global reach of

illustrates the dichotomy between traditional efficiency increases

MeyerBurger. MeyerBurger took an equity stake in the firm as part of

versus those in perovskites over the last decade. (The left half

this partnership, which leads to strong engagement by management

also showcases how perovskite thin-film cells can be applied to

teams of both firms to ensure success and rapid mass production.19

the top layer of traditional silicon-based cells to improve their

Additional funding for the project has come from some of the

performance.)

largest global players in renewable energy solutions: Equinor and

14

Among other things, primary economic benefits that can contribute
to the energy transition include:

Goldwind. Each of the firms is an integrated player in the solar and
wind energy industries and see Oxford PV as a strong investment
for over $30 million of their own capital.20 The engagement of

 3-8x cost savings on panels
 $0.1-0.2/W as compared to $0.5 or higher for traditional silicon
 Production cost savings; recombination of perovskite elements

these stakeholders also supports an easing of the barriers to entry
to the global marketplace and a quick pathway to economies of
scale. There are also contributions to the project from the German

can be done at ~100 degrees Celsius as compared to ~900

government and the European Investment Bank, showcasing the

degrees Celsius for silicon cells thus saving energy in production

strength of this product to scale up in European markets with

and addressing in part industrial energy usage

governments committed to hitting climate goals.

 Input cost savings from the aforementioned earth minerals.

15

Top market challenges still associated with perovskite advancement

The perovskite market has expanded globally with many

include costs of production and scalability. Oxford PV has signed

competitors looking into differing aspects of the technology and its

partnership agreements to combat the expected inability of smaller

applications. Oxford PV has made the decision to specialize in the

firms to expand production and reach scale. They acknowledge that

production of solar cells as opposed to also entering the market for

production costs have risen by about 20% at this stage; however,

panel production. This decision will allow them to better position

efficiency rates have also risen above 20% and as such the per watt

themselves as the supplier to many of the largest panel producers in

costs of production remain at similar levels.21 Oxford PV is primed

the world, to keep production costs low without requiring additional

for success in the short term and the long term.

employee training or specialization of facility space, which should

13	Dr Xiaoxi He, “Perovskite Photovoltaics, 2018-2028”
14	Leslie Hook, “Alternative to Silicon Offers Cheaper Solar Power,” Financial Times, January 8, 2018, https://www.ft.com/content/9b9a2374-cec0-11e7-947e-f1ea5435bcc7.
15 Wang, “First Commercial Perovskite Solar Late in 2019”.
16 Temple, “These Flexible Solar Cells Bring Us Closer to Kicking the Fossil Fuel Habit”.
17	Anna Flavia Rochas, “Perovskite Cells Set to Cut PV Costs as Manufacturing Ramps Up,” New Energy Update, September 12, 2018, https://analysis.newenergyupdate.com/
pv-insider/perovskite-cells-set-cut-pv-costs-manufacturing-ramps.
18	Temple, “These Flexible Solar Cells Bring Us Closer to Kicking the Fossil Fuel Habit”.
19 Wilson, “Solar’s Hot New Thing Nears Production: Q&A,”
20 “Oxford PV Raises 31m Funding,” News, Oxford PV, last modified March 15, 2019, https://www.oxfordpv.com/news/oxford-pv-raises-ps31m-funding.
21 Wilson, “Solar’s Hot New Thing Nears Production: Q&A,”
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technologies, smart energy systems, energy storage, carbon capture

P O LI CY
Examining the EU policy environment, it is evident that there are

and storage, or carbon capture and use, helping them to bridge the

four main drivers of perovskite solar development and market

gap from demonstration to commercialization.24 Oxford PV received

deployment, including: grants for research and development

€15 million from this financing product in late 2017, though more

of tandem cells; subsidies for performance testing of reliability,

financing is available for the company in 2020. This financing, in

stability, and scalability; public investment in commercial-scale

particular, supports Oxford PV in bridging the “valley of death”

demonstration sites; and feed-in tariffs.

from demonstration to commercialization, supporting the further

The first two policies on this list, grants for research and subsidies
for performance testing, are institutionalized within the EU through
a grant program called Horizon 2020. Horizon 2020 provides
grants for research and innovation on greater energy efficiency,
technological breakthroughs in renewable energies, the energy
system, and decarbonizing the use of fossil fuels.22 Past projects
include: Nano Tandem, a company developing a tandem cell with
silicon and nanowires and HybridSolar2010, a company developing
hybrid solar cells with an organic electron donor and an inorganic
oxide semiconductor electron acceptor. Oxford PV’s technology
aligns with their current granting strategy of funding projects
that accelerate innovation and first-of-a-kind projects that have
inherently large risks.
Public investment in commercial-scale demonstration sites is
a critical policy driver for Oxford PV, since commercial-scale
demonstration sites allow for four specific learning opportunities:

rollout of innovative low-carbon energy technologies to the market.
This financing product has been designed to address the financing
bottleneck identified in the EU’s Strategic Energy Technology
(SET) Plan. The SET Plan also acts as an overall policy driver for
perovskite tandem solar cell development within the EU, with goals
to boost the transition towards a climate neutral energy system
through the development of low-carbon technologies in a fast and
cost-competitive way.25

“Overall, FITs enable risk reduction
for customers, companies, and
project developers, and FITs
within the EU create a positive
market environment for PV cell
developers, such as Oxford PV.”

 Enable scientists and technicians to learn how to technically
develop sustainable energy prototypes
 Facilitate technicians and managers to learn to build an
organization that produces these sustainable energy prototypes
on a larger scale

Analyzing the EU as a whole, feed-in tariffs (FITs) have had a steady
role in catalyzing PV market growth and opportunities; specifically,
for the period between 2000 and 2012, the number of European
countries applying FITs increased from 9 to 24.26 Germany,

 Help public policy officers to learn to develop public policy that

Italy, France, and Spain have seen major advances in economic

stimulates the commercialization process of these sustainable

profitability of PV companies. While both premium and fixed FIT

energy prototypes

systems are common in the EU, fixed FITs have been preferred.

 Support commercial professionals to learn how to bring
sustainable energy prototypes to the market

23

The EU has a specific financing product called InnovFin Energy
that provides loans, loan guarantees, or equity-type financing
typically between EUR 7.5 million and EUR 75 million to
innovative demonstration projects in the fields of energy system
transformation, including but not limited to renewable energy

Fixed FITs guarantee payment of a particular tariff, the value of
which is independent of the electricity market price, for a particular
period (about 20 years).27 Thus, they make investors feel much
more secure because they reduce the risk associated with the high
overhead investments by securing stable cash flows in the future.28
Overall, FITs enable risk reduction for customers, companies, and
project developers, and FITs within the EU create a positive market
environment for PV cell developers, such as Oxford PV.

22 “Funding.” Funding | Energy - Research and Innovation - European Commission, January 9, 2017. https://ec.europa.eu/research/energy/index.cfm?pg=funding.
23	Bossink, Bart. “Demonstrating Sustainable Energy: A Review Based Model of Sustainable Energy Demonstration Projects.” Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 77
(September 2017): 1349–62.
24 InnovFin Energy Demo Projects.” Homepage, February 22, 2019. https://www.eib.org/en/products/blending/innovfin/products/energy-demo-projects.html.
25	“Strategic Energy Technology Plan - European Commission.” Energy - European Commission, October 24, 2019. https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/technology-andinnovation/strategic-energy-technology-plan.
26	Milanes-Montero, Patricia, Alberto Arroyo-Farrona, and Esteban Perez-Calderon. “Assessment of the Influence of Feed-In Tariffs on the Profitability of European
Photovoltaic Companies.” Sustainability 10 (n.d.). https://doi.org/10.3390/su10103427.
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid.
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There are three main policy barriers to the development of

harm, unless it is somehow proven that there is no appreciable risk

perovskite tandem solar cells within the EU, including: regulatory

present. The former, although laxer, still underscores regulations

non-uniformity, caps on support, and the widespread use of the

that cause PV companies like Oxford PV to do more stringent

precautionary principle. The first of the three, regulatory non-

performance and lifespan analysis concerning the levels of lead

uniformity and conflicting requirements, is a barrier that would

used in the cells. Our team sees this as less of a barrier, and more

plague any innovation within a federation of nations as opposed to

of a small hurdle that will create a more sustainable product

a singular nation. Member-states report that differences among the

overall. The performance testing has proven positive, seeing as the

various country’s regulations are myriad and varied, ranging from

first findings from SmartGreenScans positively indicates that the

gaps in standardization and definitions, to gaps within the energy

emitted lead from tandem modules has only a small contribution

system and infrastructure, and to gaps in market organization.

to ecotoxicity [less than 0.3% from the complete PV device].33

Notably, companies also cite that the complex regulatory

Additionally, preliminary results from an independent study on

framework—including the EU, Member States, regional and

perovskite solar technology also demonstrated that perovskite solar

municipal regulations—provides a barrier (either perceived or real)

technology show positive impact on global warming and energy

to innovation in the power sector. While these barriers are present,

demand, proving that the precautionary principle can lead to

they are often not significant enough for companies to relocate.

increased research for more responsible innovation.

29

The second barrier for perovskite tandem solar cell development
within the EU would be the caps on support within certain FIT
systems. This is rare, but in cases where present, it can be truly
detrimental to PV dissemination and promotion overall. In Austria,
a major reason for the relatively slow uptake of solar PV is the
cap on annual support since feed-in tariffs for solar PV are only
provided for 13 years. Thereafter, RE technology plants can sell their
electricity to the Clearing and Settlement Agency of the government
for an additional 12 years at market prices minus balancing costs.30
This has caused Austria’s 2050 projected solar power deployment
to remain below the projected 2050 EU average. This barrier is not
applicable for the entirety of the EU and only applies in select cases.
The third semi-barrier for perovskite tandem solar cells, and
innovation more broadly, is the precautionary principle. The
precautionary principle, widely used throughout the EU, has
four major components: taking preventive action in the face of
uncertainty; shifting the burden of proof to the proponents of an
activity; exploring a wide range of alternatives to possibly harmful
actions; and increasing public participation in decision making.31
Many majors economists have written off the precautionary
principle as not only leading innovation in a bad direction, but
often in no direction at all.32 The EU pursues more of a “margin of
safety” precautionary principle (regulation should include a margin
of safety, limiting activities below the level at which adverse effects
have not been found or predicted) as opposed to a prohibitory
precautionary principle that states that prohibitions should be
imposed on activities that have an uncertain potential to impose
29	Assessing the Impacts of EU Regulation: Regulatory Barriers on Innovation.” The European Commission. September 2017. Accessed 11/15/2019. https://ec.europa.eu/
research/openinnovation/pdf/regulatory_barriers_2017.pdf.
30	Shivakumar, Abhishek, Audrey Dobbins, Ulrich Fahl, and Antriksh Singh. “Drivers of Renewable Energy Deployment in the EU: An Analysis of Past Trends and Projections.”
Energy Strategy Reviews 26 (November 2019)
31

Kriebel, D et al. “The precautionary principle in environmental science.” Environmental health perspectives vol. 109,9 (2001): 871-6. doi:10.1289/ehp.01109871

32 Sunstein, Cass R. “Beyond the Precautionary Principle.” University of Pennsylvania Law Review 151, no. 3 (2003): 1003-058. doi:10.2307/3312884.
33 Oxford PV “Tandem Technology. Accessed 11/01/2019. https://www.oxfordpv.com/perovskite-silicon-tandem
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TP RENEWABLE MICROGRID LTD
The market has recognized the potential of microgrids to address
energy poverty, and it is estimated that between 2018 and 2030,
$38 billion of investments will go towards microgrids.34 Emerging
markets, in particular in Asia Pacific, are expected to be the primary
drivers of the microgrid market in the future.35 TP Renewable Ltd.
is one such microgrid provider that aims to reduce energy poverty
and can capitalize on the Indian government’s initiative to electrify
all villages by 2030. TP Renewable was founded in 2019 as a
partnership by the Rockefeller Foundation and Tata Power, India‘s
largest integrated power company. Tata Power has 11,000 MW of
installed generation capacity and over 2.6 million customers in
India, allowing TP Renewable to leverage their deep understanding
of the local market.

ECO N O M IC S
Microgrids are beneficial both to consumers as well as to utilities.
Their key consumer metric is resiliency, as consumers benefit from
consistent and localized electricity even after times of severe climate
events (i.e., hurricanes or tornadoes) and can use them to power
necessary systems (i.e., hospitals or generators). Utilities can use
microgrids to protect their current distribution models as increases
to demand cause increased outages. Utilities can recover as much
as a one third of potential losses to disruptions by 2027 if they join
the microgrid evolution.38 Utilities have the financial strength and
government backing in most cases to front the capital costs for
microgrids that typically have precluded underserved populations
from being able to take part. They are becoming more commonly
deployed as operating costs go down, and as more renewable
sources of energy become distributed to remote and disconnected
populations. Especially in less developed economies, extending

T EC H N O LO GY
Microgrids are smaller electrical systems powered by a local energy
source that can serve homes and commercial institutions. They can
operate independently or be connected to a centralized grid with the
ability to shift energy based upon supply and demand monitoring.
TP Renewable is designed as a pay-as-per-use systemthat uses
a proprietary Smart-Meter (LITT) technology, designed by ITT,
to charge customers only for how much they consume. Their
connected network monitors local power usage and evaluates
trends to ensure reliable electricity during periods of high demand.
Smart metering further allows for increased automation, lower
operating costs, and increased efficiency.

transmission lines or traditional grid systems can be difficult given
limited infrastructure, and ultimately microgrid solutions may be
the lower cost alternative.
In partnership with the Delhi-located Institute for Transformative
Technologies (ITT), TP Renewables will deploy over 10,000 utilityin-a-box model microgrids throughout India. These microgrids
entail a 23% reduction in previous capital expenditure, an 80%
reduction in installation time, and low-cost energy at $1.85/W.
Most importantly, the microgrids are capable of providing reliable
power that can be used for “income-generating appliances.”
Previous electrification attempts have only provided inconsistent
or expensive power capable of lighting single lightbulb devices.

Localized control renders central grid connection unnecessary,

TP Renewables intends to provide the ability for these populations

a necessity among communities which may likely not be grid

to utilize electricity in their daily lives and will offer ancillary

connected for decades, if ever. TP Renewable plans to roll out

services designed to assist local populations in the creation

10,000 global microgrids through 2026 which “will act as a

of sustainable micro-enterprises. Environmental benefits are

catalyst for governments and the private sector to collaborate in

rampant, with the expected savings of 57 million liters of diesel

building clean, resilient, and stable grids in other markets.”36 Once

annually and carbon emissions lowered by 1 million tons per

fully deployed, the expansion “anticipates supporting 100,000

year.39 Tata will be responsible for ownership and management

rural enterprises, creating 10,000 new green jobs, and providing

of the microgrid systems, and their desire to maintain strong

irrigation for over 400,000 local farmers.”37 The deployment will

competitive positioning within the Indian power markets will drive

increase energy access in India, a key country in the energy picture

the success of this endeavor.

with skyrocketing energy demand.

34	Thierry Mortier, “How Technology is Enabling a Coming of Age for Microgrids,” EY, May 24, 2019, https://www.ey.com/en_us/power-utilities/how-technology-is-enablinga-coming-of-age-for-microgrids.
35	Shayne Willette, “New Microgrid Tracker Identifies 575 More Projects; Rise of Asia Pacific Market,” Microgrid Knowledge, June 27, 2019, https://microgridknowledge.com/
microgrid-tracker-rise-asia-pacific/.
36	“Enterprise to Empower Indians With Renewable Microgrid Electricity,” T&D World, November 13, 2019, https://www.tdworld.com/distributed-energy-resources/
article/20973365/enterprise-to-empower-indians-with-renewable-microgrid-electricity.
37	Ibid
38 Mortier, “How Technology is Enabling a Coming of Age for Microgrids”.
39 https://indusdictum.com/2019/11/06/tata-power-rockefeller-foundation-set-up-renewable-energy-microgrid/
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the developers will allow for more costs to be swallowed by the

P O LI CY

implementing company to ensure that the upfront fixed costs are

Two key policy drivers will act as catalysts for TP Renewable
Microgrid and other competing microgrid companies: loan guarantee
programs and the Indian government’s stated commitments to
renewable energy. Loan guarantees aid the microgrid sector as a
whole, as they assist projects in securing debt by assuming the debt
obligation in the event of a default, enabling microgrids to secure
debt finance on more favorable terms with no upfront cost. While

not stranded assets over time. Overall electrification subsidies to
the last mile customers can also serve a similar purpose through
a differing mechanism. TP seeks to counteract many of these cost
challenges with the financial and management backing of Tata
Power and the innovative system design driving down both upfront
and operating costs of the microgrids.

Tata Power and TP Renewable Microgrid might not have to use the

Grid integration barriers also serve as general overall barriers

mechanism of loan guarantee programs, their availability acts as a

within the microgrid policy environment. Microgrids can be best

driver for microgrid dissemination in the Global South. The second

positioned to be interactive with the grid so as to address many

and most significant policy driver for microgrid expansion in India

objectives, including primary supply, backup supply, islanding

is the Indian government’s dedication to their development and

for stability reasons, and to opportunistically provide a cheaper

deployment. In 2016, India’s Ministry of New and Renewable Energy

supply when available.41 Hybridized, interactive integration can

(MNRE) launched a plan to install 10,000 microgrids and minigrids,

also address issues related to right-sizing. Overall, the barriers to

aiming at a cumulative capacity of 500MW by 2021. New targets

microgrid expansion can be mitigated through streamlined policy

and regulations mandate increasing amounts of renewable energy

that leads to strategic implementation on a national level, which

sources in the country’s energy environment, aligning perfectly with

benefits microgrid developers, including TP Renewable Microgrid.

Tata Power and TP’s growth. Seen as a way to accelerate economic

Increased access to solar power will improve the lives of millions.

40

activity, microgrid developers like TP Renewable Microgrid have
come upon a perfect time to deploy their technology at scale.

TP is currently in the deployment phase with fully developed
technology and plans to launch. India’s massive and largely

Despite the symbolism of the Indian government’s goals, many

grid-disconnected market will serve as the primary market, with

aspects of implementation have fallen short. Further streamlining

an opportunity to expand into neighboring countries and other

of the soft costs, including capital costs, is required, and legislation

geographic regions desperate for viable energy poverty solutions (a

must still address infrastructure and grid integration barriers as

space currently dominated by other market players in the microgrid

well as the absence of low-cost financing. Low-cost financing is

space including Engie, Schneider Electric, and ABB). Their policy

needed for the implementation of microgrids due to their overall

drivers, paired with strong promotion by Tata Power and the Indian

higher cost structure than traditional grid electrification. Microgrids

government, create a largely positive policy environment, though

strive to deliver reliable and quality electrification services, but this

certain barriers will prove challenging without continued support

comes at a much higher price. Access to low-cost financing for

from key promoters like the Rockefeller Foundation, Smart Power
India, and the Institute for Transformative Technologies.

Figure 2: Annual Total Microgrid Power Capacity and Implementation Spending by Region, World Markets: 2019-2028
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40	Francklyn, Lili. “India’s Microgrid Market: Ready for Takeoff.” HOMER Microgrid News and Insight, April 2, 2019. https://microgridnews.com/indias-microgrid-market-readyfor-takeoff/.
41	Tongia, Rahul. “Microgrids in India: Myths, Misunderstandings, and the Need for Proper Accounting.” Brookings India, 2018. https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/
uploads/2018/02/impact_series_microgrid-folder_feb10-2.pdf.
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ENERGY VAULT

TEC H N O LO GY

As intermittent energy sources grow, there will be an increased
need to smooth supply. So far, we have explored a firm attempting
to increase the efficiency of existing technology with Oxford PV’s
perovskite, and a firm attempting to increase energy access through
TP Renewable’s smart grids. We now turn our attention toward a
firm working to mitigate one of the biggest challenges of renewable
energy: intermittency. Solar energy has seasons and times of day
where it can effectively generate power, and other times, like
nighttime, when consumers will need an alternative source of
energy. In order to flatten the duck curve and make renewable
energy a more attractive and sustainable source of power, we will
need utility-scale storage. We will begin by looking at existing
storage technologies.

Energy Vault proposes a large-scale solution for long-term storage.
Energy Vault was only founded in 2017 b
 ut is already being piloted
and is ready to scale. Energy Vault is a gravity and kinetic energybased storage solution, which leverages the benefits of large-scale
hydro without their limitations. The technology consists of a 400-foot
tall crane with blocks of concrete, each weighing about 35 tons. Each
of these blocks can be made either from cement or recycled materials
which will address the sustainability issue. The Energy Vault
solution utilizes the same basic physics and use of kinetic energy
as pumped hydro but replaces the water with custom made blocks,
applying an innovative use of low-cost materials. The composite
bricks are lifted to create a tower, and the energy is stored in the
elevation gain. When the bricks are returned to the ground, kinetic
energy is generated which is turned into electricity. The idea behind

Current energy storage has been dominated by large-scale hydro

the simple physics is protected from other companies because the

and lithium ion batteries. Large-scale hydro currently accounts

bricks are controlled by a trademarked engineering software which

for over 90% of energy storage around the world, but it has largely

ensures the bricks are placed in exactly the right location.

reached its market saturation point.42 In other words, the best
locations for hydro have dams already built and there will be
decreasing returns as the remaining locations are increasingly
suboptimal. Hydro is a great energy storage solution around
the world with a low levelized cost of storage but there are huge
geographic limitations to scale. Hydro has already been fully
adopted, and batteries are the technology that is now scaling the
S curve as they become increasingly popular.

Energy Vault is a flexible technology with plant capability ranges
of 20, 35, or 80 MWh storage capacity and 4 to 8MW of continuous
power discharge for 8–16 hours. The system can be used for short
and medium-term services but is ideally suited for long duration
storage. In a nutshell, they are the “sustainable alternative that
does not degrade over the life of the project and has competitive
performance with round-trip efficiency between 80 to 90% – all at
a significantly lower initial capex and levelized cost per kilowatt-

Lithium ion batteries are a smaller scale solution that are

hour price point.”44 Once installed, energy vault has low operating

becoming more price competitive every year, but they too have

expenditures because everything is automated. Additionally, Energy

their challenges. Batteries have become cost effective and have

Vault is a great long-term solution because the bricks can sit for

a wide range of applications, but are limited by short life cycles,

years with little loss of energy and be deployed when needed. We

waste and safety concerns, and a relatively high levelized cost of

saw how important this can be through California’s 2019 wildfire

storage.43 Safety concerns, including catching fire when exposed

experiences when they had to shut down power access to entire

to high temperatures or ceasing all function when exposed to

regions of the state due to a lack of backup power.

cold temperatures, limit the contexts within which batteries can
be employed. Lithium ion batteries also have end-of-life concerns
as we need to consider what we will do with the ever-increasing
amount of toxic e-waste being created by batteries that no longer
work. Finally, batteries do not contain large amounts of energy and
they lose their charge as time passes. In order to meet the large
energy needs of the communities that we are targeting, we will need
a flexible, disposable, and cost-effective solution.

Potential concerns with Energy Vault’s technology are its size and
potential noise. However, this is not a substantial concern as the
company aims to build their product near to existing plants which
already create noise or in remote areas where they will not be a
disturbance. Furthermore, you can customize the blocks to blend
in with the landscape or to further your brand. Energy Vault is in
progress to build the first two full-scale models in Italy and India,
with the model in India being done in partnership with Tata Power
Company. This partnership, like the partnership TP Renewable has

42	David Nield, “Huge Global Study Just Smashed One of the Last Major Arguments Against Renewables,” Science Alert, March 31, 2019, https://www.sciencealert.com/
scientists-spot-530-000-potential-pumped-hydro-sites-to-meet-all-our-renewable-energy-needs.
43	San Diego County Water Authority, “Pumped Energy Storage: Vital to California’s Renewable Energy Future,” May 21, 2019, https://www.sdcwa.org/sites/default/files/
White%20Paper%20-%20Pumped%20Energy%20Storage%20V.16.pdf.
44	
https://energyvault.com
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with Tata Power, will create ways for the companies to benefit from

global expectation of spending increases in energy storage in excess

each other’s expertise as well as Tata Power’s existing connections

of 100% by 2023, there is no shortage of opportunities for storage

and extensive customer base in India.

solutions.47 However, along with these enticements come many

Partnerships will be an integral ingredient to the success of Energy
Vault. The next partnership worth highlighting is Idealab, which is
the longest running technology incubator with over 150 companies
and 45 IPOs.45 Idealab will continue to churn out technological
innovations that will complement the technological advances that
Energy Vault makes. Energy Vault will also partner with Cemex
as their cement supplierand GE as their motor supplier. Supply
partnerships means that they will have increased control over their
value chain and reduce the risk profile of their technology as they
move to market.

challenges including: increased demand for the materials used in
creation of battery technologies; geographic challenges associated
with the weather and landscapes for both technologies; and waste/
safety concerns for batteries.48 Pumped hydro facilities can entail
capital costs in excess of $1 billion, involve lengthy environmental
permitting processes, and take years to build. The geographic
requirements of the facilities are very specific and not ubiquitous.
The most explored alternative, lithium-ion batteries, are not able to
provide the same level of energy without becoming cost prohibitive.
Energy Vault offers just such an alternative solution that can
provide a more permanent storage solution as more and more

ECO N O MICS

renewables enter the market. Energy Vault was founded in 2017 and

Pumped Hydro Storage, as noted above, has been preferred for

has already been able to deploy multiple iterations of their primary

grid level storage and does offer a lower levelized cost of storage

product into markets in Europe and India. In fact, they were

(LCOS) than battery technologies. However, there are downsides

able to build a prototype in 9 months with less than $2 million. 49

to the technology of both battery and pumped hydro storage that

Combined with low cost wind and PV solar, Energy Vault’s storage

have opened the door for the industry to be disrupted. Given new

achieves an unprecedented levelized cost of energy delivered

emerging markets that have rapidly scaling energy demand and the

(LCOED) below 6 cents per kWh. Energy Vault most recently closed

46

Series B funding with a $110m investment from SoftBank, the first
Figure 3: Characteristics of Selected Energy Storage Systems
Max Power Rating
(MW)

Discharge time

Max cycles or
lifetime

Energy density
(watt-hour per liter)

Efficiency

Pumped hydro

3,000

4h – 16h

30 – 60 years

0.2 – 2

70 – 85%

Compressed air

1,000

2h – 30h

20 – 40 years

2–6

40 – 70%

Molten salt (thermal)

150

hours

30 years

70 – 210

80 – 90%

Li-ion battery

100

1 min – 8h

1,000 – 10,000

200 – 400

85 – 95%

Lead-acid battery

100

1 min – 8h

6 – 40 years

50 – 80

80 – 90%

Flow battery

100

hours

12,000 – 14,000

20 – 70

60 – 85%

Hydrogen

100

mins – week

5 – 30 years

600 (at 200bar)

25 – 45%

Flywheel

20

secs – mins

20,000 – 100,000

20 – 80

70 – 95%

Source: Adapted from The World Energy Council, eesi.org/papers/view/energy-storage-2019

45 https://www.idealab.com
46	San Diego County Water Authority, “Pumped Energy Storage: Vital to California’s Renewable Energy Future.”
47	Amit Sharma, “Energy Vault’s Disruptive Technology Likely to Pose Competition to the US $13.1b Battery Energy Storage Market by 2023, Says GlobalData,” GlobalData,
August 19, 2019, https://www.globaldata.com/energy-vaults-disruptive-technology-likely-to-pose-competition-to-the-us13-1bn-battery-energy-storage-market-by-2023says-globaldata/.
48	Molly Lempriere, “Challenges of Financing and Low Renewables Still Plague Energy Storage in Emerging Markets,” Energy Storage News, November 6, 2019, https://www.
energy-storage.news/news/challenges-still-plague-energy-storage-in-emerging-markets-cifs-event.
49	Julian Spector, “Can Newcomer Energy Vault Break the Curse of Mechanical Grid Storage,” GreenTech Media, November 14, 2018, https://www.greentechmedia.com/
articles/read/energy-vault-stacks-concrete-blocks-to-store-energy.
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such investment into energy storage by the firm.50 The firm plans

pumped hydro. Clarifying eligibility of the ITC for different kinds

to utilize the funding from SoftBank to deploy internationally and

of energy storage creates a level playing field across electric grid

scale up production.

technologies, improves business certainty, and allows energy
storage to pair with any type of generation asset; overall, this will

P O LI CY

enhance grid efficiency and resilience while creating more jobs and

Overall, the policy environment within the US is splintered along

capital formation.53

state lines, but considering current federal and state policy,
regulatory conditions will become more conducive to larger, more
innovative storage solutions in the near future.

“State-level mandates have accelerated

There are three main drivers of energy storage solutions within

energy storage solutions much faster

the US: subsidies for research, investment tax credits, and both

than the action at the federal level. The

national and local mandates directing local utilities to deploy

leading legislation on this front has

energy storage systems. The innovative progress of Energy Vault

been the Federal Energy Regulatory

and other energy storage solutions depends largely on subsidies for
research and deployment so that innovative solutions can become a

Commission’s (FERC) Order 841 . . .”

more feasible choice for the American grid. Recently, there has been
marked progress in this space, with ARPA-E providing $30 million to
develop technologies for a more secure, resilient grid. This specific

The third and most critical policy driver for Energy Vault and

project, called the Duration Addition to electricity Storage (DAYS)

similar energy storage systems is the presence of mandates

project, is dedicated to the building of technologies to enable

directing utilities to deploy energy storage systems at the state

long-duration energy storage on the power grid, providing reliable

and national levels. At the state level, California has led the

electricity for 10 to 100 hours. While this funding opportunity

movement in implementation of mandates, beginning in 2013

is open to a range of storage technologies, it aims to address the

with AB 2514, which required California’s largest investor-owned

challenges that stem from burdensome start-up costs and costly

utilities to deploy a total of 1,325 MW of energy storage by 2020.54

siting issues. Increased funding to ARPA-E overall will bolster

The California Public Utilities Commissions issued a further

energy storage’s future within the US grid.

order in 2017 that required utilities to acquire an additional 500

51

Policy mechanisms like tax investment credits (ITC), when designed
correctly, can bolster the energy storage sector and reduce investor
risk. Currently, there is a bill being passed through the Senate
Finance Committee that would expand the current eligibility
requirements for investment tax credits.52 Under the current law,
energy storage only qualifies for the investment tax credit when

MW of behind-the-meter power for distribution grid-connected
energy storage.55 Other states, including New Mexico, Colorado,
Washington, Arizona and Oregon, have passed mandates requiring
utilities to compare the cost/benefit ratio of storage alongside
other infrastructure improvements like power lines and generation
capacity, which has supported energy storage investment.56

integrated with ITC-eligible solar resources under a very narrow

State-level mandates have accelerated energy storage solutions

set of conditions and subject to recapture risk, which induces

much faster than the action at the federal level. The leading

significant uncertainty for energy and storage investors. The new

legislation on this front has been the Federal Energy Regulatory

bill would modify the existing ITC design to include many other

Commission’s (FERC) Order 841, which seeks “to remove barriers

types of energy storage, including grid batteries, gravity, and

to the participation of electric storage resources in the capacity,

50	Peter Kelly-Detwiler, “Energy Vault Receives $110 Million From SoftBank for Gravity-Assisted Power Storage,” Forbes, August 14, 2019, https://www.forbes.com/sites/
peterdetwiler/2019/08/14/tower-of-power-110-million-investment-primes-energy-vault-to-take-on-global-energy-storage-markets/#56c48cf37913.
51	Department of Energy Announces Funding to Support Long-Duration Energy Storage.” Energy.gov. Accessed December 14, 2019. https://www.energy.gov/articles/
department-energy-announces-funding-support-long-duration-energy-storage.
52	Heinrich, and Martin. “Actions - S.1142 - 116th Congress (2019-2020): Energy Storage Tax Incentive and Deployment Act of 2019.” Congress.gov, April 11, 2019.
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/1142/actions.
53	Energy Storage Association. “Energy Storage Tax Incentive Deployment Act of 2019.” Accessed 11/01/2019. https://energystorage.org/wp/wp-content/
uploads/2019/08/2019.6.20_1-pager_on_s_1142_hr_2096-1.pdf
54	Strong, Zolaikha. “Market Drivers and Emerging Technologies in Energy Storage.” IAEI News magazine, March 26, 2019. https://iaeimagazine.org/magazine/2019/04/10/
market-drivers-and-emerging-technologies-in-energy-storage/.
55 Ibid
56 Zolaikha. “Market Drivers and Emerging Technologies in Energy Storage.”
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energy, and ancillary service markets.”57 More specifically, by

barriers stems from procedural issues in the implementation of

directing regional grid operators to establish rules that open

new regulations to address barriers to energy storage deployment.

capacity, energy, and ancillary service markets to energy storage,

This itself presents a barrier to energy storage deployment, as

the Order affirms that storage resources must be compensated for

can be seen with the noncompliance issues surrounding FERC

all of the services provided and moves toward leveling the playing

Order 841.60 Other examples include the slow adoption of pay for

field with other energy resources. Moreover, the clear legal

performance requirements by many ISOs due to the complexity

framework that is established by Order 841 allows storage resources

of regulatory issues facing energy storage and the need for

to operate in all wholesale electric markets and expands the

national standardization and evaluation of the market and policy

possibility of solutions that can be in competition to meet electric

environment as a whole.

58

system needs. The Energy Storage Association (ESA) published
an initial assessment of the compliance with Order 841 and found
that “while all regional grid operators opened market products to
energy storage to some degree, with the exception of the California
Independent System Operator (CA ISO), all other filings either left
out key compliance parameters or suggested limitations contrary to
the intent of FERC Order 841.”59

The second regulatory barrier to energy storage solutions is related
to the current market rules requiring that an energy storage system
register as both a generating entity and as controllable load
under ERCOT. This rule opens storage up to modeling, testing,
and performance questions that storage developers then have to
negotiate, in addition to the administrative difficulty in registering
a singular system as both generation and load. The costs associated

There are two main policy barriers to the deployment and

with this process present an additional barrier to energy storage

commercialization of Energy Vault technology: slow progress by

consideration. Potential owners and investors have indicated that

state public utility commissions and current market rules requiring

they are reticent to deploy storage resources until systemized rules

that an energy storage system register as both a generating entity

are in place and vetted.61 Overall, the policy environment for energy

and as controllable load. The first of these

storage is varied, depending on state regulations, but the policy
climate seems to be warming to large-scale storage.

Figure 4: Energy Vault’s Principles of Energy Storage

Source: Energy Vault, energyvault.com/#about-us

57 Ibid
58 “Overview of FERC Order 841.” Energy Storage Association. Accessed December 14, 2019. https://energystorage.org/policy-statement/overview-of-ferc-order-841/.
59	“Energy Storage Association Unveils Initial Assessment of Regional Grid Operator Compliance with Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Order 841.” Energy Storage
Association, September 1, 2019. https://energystorage.org/energy-storage-association-unveils-initial-assessment-of-regional-grid-operator-compliance-with-federalenergy-regulatory-commission-order-841/.
60	Bhatnagar, Dhruv, Aileen Currier, Jacquelynne Hernandez, Ookie Ma, and Brendan Kirby. “MARKET AND POLICY BARRIERS TO ENERGY STORAGE DEPLOYMENT.” Sandia
Report, n.d. Accessed September 2013.
61

Ibid
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Conclusion
Oxford PV, TP Renewable Microgrid Ltd, and Energy Vault will
improve existing silicon technologies, increase energy access,
and make that energy more reliable. Each firm tackles a different
issue of the energy transition, but together they mitigate potential
risks that each company would face independently. Oxford PV
has the rights to a record-setting perovskite technology and the
singular focus of improving upon existing silicon panels. Given
their strategic partnerships with Oxford University and Meyer
Burger, they are primed to get to market first and fortify their
position. TP Renewable has patented smart metering that is the
future of the microgrid market. The partnerships with Tata Power
and Smart Power India will allow TP Renewable to establish a
dominant position in India which will act as a foothold as they
continue to expand in the future. Finally, Energy Vault has a
unique and trademarked automated system that will relieve one of
the major concerns of solar energy via utility sized storage. Energy
Vault’s partnerships with SoftBank and their suppliers gives them
consolidated control of a sizable portion of their supply chain.
These firms are well positioned to produce returns in the short and
long term, in addition to playing a role in moving us towards a
cleaner and more sustainable future.

The Fletcher School at Tufts University was established in
1933 as the first graduate school of international affairs in
the United States. The primary aim of The Fletcher School
is to offer a broad program of professional education in
international relations to a select group of graduate students
committed to maintaining the stability and prosperity of a
complex, challenging, and increasingly global society.

The Center for International Environment and Resource Policy (CIERP)
was established in 1992 to support the growing demand for international
environmental leaders. The Center provides an interdisciplinary approach to
educate graduate students at The Fletcher School. The program integrates
emerging science, engineering, and business concepts with more traditional
subjects such as economics, international law and policy, negotiation,
diplomacy, resource management, and governance systems.
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